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ABSTRACT :

- _ The multidctcctor array Mur+Tonneau has been used to perform a Ax detection of
charged particles and fragments emitted in reactions at energies ranging from 25 to 95 MeV/u.
The collective transverse momentum in the reaction plane (sidewards flow parameter) is observed
to strongly vary as a function of impact parameter and incident energy. The measured values
have to be corrected for the effects due to the error on die reaction plane determination and to die
detector limitations. Those limitations caused by the method itself are more important than those
caused by the detector. The flow value changes from negative values (negative scattering at low

' . energies) to positive values (compression, at high energies). The inversion (or balance) energy is
in the range 50-100 MeV/u, depending on die system and impact parameter value. Comparisons
between experimental data and theoretical values are shown for the system 4 0Ar+2 7Al. These

x studies (BUU, Landau-Vlasov, QMD) show that the flow, and especially die inversion energy,
! ' i s sensitive to the nucleon-nucleon cross section oNN in medium. The data indicate that a

momentum dependent effective interaction should be used. Then, the flow value is not much
, . sensitive to the incompressibility modulus K, but possibly in peripheral collisions. Additionnai
'••• ' ^ observables should be used. The azimuthal distribution of mid-rapidity particles indicates a

^ rotation-like behaviour of the interaction region.

1 - INTRODUCTION
>

Nucléons and clusters are emitted in the first stage of the nucleus-nucleus
encounter. Their study provides information on nuclear matter in the overlap volume of die two
nuclei (participant nucléons). The directed collective motion of these nucléons and clusters in die
reaction plane (sidewards flow) is a signature of the interaction. A specific analysis method1^ has
been developped to study this sidewards flow, via die component of the tranverse momentum of
mid-rapidity (participant) nucléons in the reaction plane2). This analysis gives die in-plane flow

' parameter value (loosely called flow). At high énergies, the interaction is dominated by two-body
collisions and this flow is attributed to a repulsive momentum tranfer in the compressed
interaction region. Conversely, at a few tens of MeV/u, the interaction is dominated by the
attractive mean field. There, fragments have been shown to be deflected to negative angles. The

^ ! . continuous evolution from negative to positive flow values as a function of incident energy has
been studied with the Boltzmann equation3- 2O), the microscopic Landau Vlasov model4*1?) and
QMD calculations19). The flow values are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross section
ONN in nuclear medium and to the equation of state through the incompressibility modulus K of

, infinite nuclear matter.
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comparing the
should be measured
parameter.

2 - EXPERIMENTS AND SORTING OF EVENTS

We have performed an exclusive experiment in which die charge and velocity of
nearly all charged products were measured on an event by event basil widi die 4 x plastic
scintillators arrays Mur5) and Tonneau6). We have used 40Ar projectiles from 25 to 65 MeV/u
and 36 Ar from 55 to 95 MeV/u on 2 7 Al.. A minimum bias trigger has been used : 2 or more
charged products in any detectors.

The neutrons are .rot detected and 10-15 % of die charged products are misted due
to narrow dead areas between tht detectors and to die absence of detectors at backward and very
forward angles. The first step in the event by event analysis was to demand tfiat die total parallel
momentum of all detected products was more than 65 % of die projectile's linear momentum.
Since the grazing angle is close to 1°, many peripheral reaction events were eliminated : die
projectile-like fragment is kicked below 3.2* (minimum detection angle) and most of die linear
momentum is not measured. This selection of well measured events keeps die central and
intermediate impact parameter reactions as well as a few well characterized peripheral reactions.

Then, a way of sorting the events as a function of their impact parameter had to be
devised. On the basis of simulations, the quality of several global variables has been checked. A
new variable, the average parallel velocity of die detected nucléons, has been built and found to
give a better sorting7).

3 - MEASURED SIDEWARDS FLOW

The direction of nucléons emitted from die interaction region can be studied
through the value of their transverse momentum pt. More precisely, we study die projection of
Pt on the reaction plane, p \ as a function of die rapidity y of die particle, i.e.dic sidewards

flow1-4). At the energies studied here, ̂  100 MeV/u, y is very close to pV/ (parallel velocity in c
units). For the particles emitted in die projectile direction (i.e. with a rapidity larger dun die cm
rapidity ycm) px has a sign opposed to die sign of particles emitted in die target direction (Le. y <
ycm)- These opposed signs are used in die method created by Danielewicz and Odyniec1 to find
the location of the reaction plane. It does not give die impact parameter vector direction.
Therefore, one obtains the absolute value of die flow. There is some uncertainty in determining
the reaction plane in each event. This point will be discussed in die next section. Then, instead of
the real value px, one gets the measured value called p*'.

Figue 1 shows a series of plots of < p x 7 A > versus the particle rapidity obtained
at 45 Me V/u for Z=2 in several impact parameter bins. The rapidities of die projectile, yp, and die
nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass yNN = yp / 2, are shown by arrows. Trie location of die
"spectator" projectile-like nuclei is shown by a rectangle. The "spectator" target-like nucleus is at

y * o. Around yp/2 the participants clearly exhibit die linear increase of p*7 A versus die rapidity
which characterizes directed collective motion. At large y values, particles emitted by die
"spectator" nuclei constitute the main contribution. Their transverse momentum is a complex
combination of sidewards flow, bounce-off and a large thermal motion. Their interference with
participant particles causes the slope of px< versus y to decrease. A similar effect has been
observed at higher energies 2« 1°-'4).
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• v • *.As fa«t2. * e flow pmmeieri» the slope at Yp/2 multiplied by (yp-vp/2).This
« shown in figure 1. An example of the variation of the flow parameter versus b is plotted in
figure 2 for Z*l and Z»2.

I ^ g a f l w values are observed for Z«2 than for Z-I. Tl i isef l^
observed 2- W.It has been attributed to the role of thermal motion which lends to reduce the
alignment into the reaction plane due to collective motion : in the Hmtofcajçktethennalization,
the thermal energy of a cluster is the same whatever its mass, Le. the tnermafenergy per nucléon
is lower for heavy clusters than for nucléons, and their flow parameter U less reduced2)- An

(which is used to get the flow parameter), as is confirmed by the PTw'tkw described below It
has been shown that Coulomb repulsion is, at least partially, responsible for mis increase of flow
with ZiT). i i réf. 18, the coupling of a Landau-Vlasov equation to a percolation approach (the
restructured aggregation model) allowed the authors to qualitatively reproduce the increase of
flow with the particle mass, but the physical process responsible for this behaviour is not clear

* I

20 -

10 §• in-pl*n«
P. flow

b« 3-4*11

FIG.l : 45 MeVIu 40 Ar on
27 Al. Measured meant
ransverse momentum per
nucléon projected into the
reaction plane as a function of

Y the particle rapidity. 4 impaa
parameter bins are shown.
The flow parameter cfthe
participants is shown at 4-5
fin It is not corrected for the
difference between the true
and measured reaction planes
and is mus a lower limit
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We see in fi$. 3 right that the reaction plane determination is not much broadened
by the actual detector limitations. The reason is that Mur + Tonneau, although far from being

perfect, has several good points : it is axially symmetric,its geometrical efficiency i s - 8 5 % , and
the momenta per nucléon, used here, are directly measured.

The ratio between the real and measured flow parameters is needed when analyzing
data so that the measured flow parameter can be corrected to give the true value before the effects
of the method and detector limitations have changed it. There are several different methods for
estimating this corrections factor ; they were first formulated by Damekwicz and co-workenD.
Two of these methods are based on two particle correlations, taken as due to the reaction plane.
The third method*• 2. n> for estimating the correction factor is based on splitting each event into
two half-events. A detailed comparison of the results given by the three methods is given in
ref.16. For practical purposes, in trying to get the correct flow values in an actual experiment,
one can use methods 1 and 2, but this correction is subject to an uncertainty.

For comparison with theoretical calculations, instead of correcting the experimental
data, it is better to analyze the calculations in a way similar to the experimental data. We will
discuss this point in section 6.

Z s 1 Vb in
pcrftct dcttctor

bs4.5fm
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FIG. 3 : Calculated distributions of < p*' >for Z = I particles as s junction of rapidity for three
different values of the assumed flow parameter, shown by a solid line :flow = 0,top ;flow * 40
MeVIc, middle ,-flow = 100 MeVIc, bottom. The leftside shows the simulated data for a perfect
detector and the right side for Mur + Tonneau. The error bars are statistical.
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FIG. 2 : Flow as a function of the
experimentally parameter determined
impact parameter value (bexp),for
ZmI and2*2particles,«>Ar + ^M
55 MVt E b idi h
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55 MeVtu. Error bars indicate the
uncertainties in getting the slopes.
These values are not corrected for tike
difference between the true and
measured reactionplanes and are Ans
lowerlimits.
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4 . MEASURED VERSUS REAL FLOW VALUES

An experimental value of the flow parameter is normally less man the true value
because the experimentally determined reaction plane differs from the real one by an angle 9.
Therefore, px< » p* cos (6). This angle is not known for each event, but the avenge (over many
events) angle can be estimated.

It is important to understand that this deviation is not caused mainly by the
experimental resolution, it is due to finite number effects and to randomly oriented thermal
motion superimposed to the collective momentum. If the collective momentum is large, one
obtains a good location of the reaction plane. In the opposite case, the influence of the collective
momentum is washed out Even with an ideal detector which detects all particles wim perfect
angular, mass and energy resolutions, 6 can be large. In the cases studied here, the experimental
uncertainties play a minor role.

Simulated events were used to study this problem16). A rapidity-dependent
transverse momentum in the reaction plane was added to the momentum of each particle. The
shape of this distribution is indicated with solid lines in fig. 3. Intermediate impact parameter
collisions are shown for three different values of the flow. The left part shows the
distributions which would be obtained with a perfect detector. When the real flow parameter is 0,
the "measured" values of < p*7 A > are approximately independent of rapidity, i.e. die measured

flow is * 0. The shift to - 5 MeV/c is due to recoil effects, which cannot be fully corrected1' 13«
16X When a flow of 40 MeV/c is assumed, the shapes are similar, but die magnitudes of the
"measured" slopes are about a factor of two lower. When a flow of 100 MeVA: is assumed, the
"measured" distributions are almost correct The reason for this behaviour is that the method
used to determine the reaction plane1) assumes that there is flow (and scattering, or bounce-off).
When the flow parameter approaches zero, the reaction plane is poorly determined and the
measured flow is subject to a very large error.

.-I r 7
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5 - THEORETICAL STUDIES OF FLOW

The difficulty of correcting the flow value can be avoided by looking at the
energy where the attractive and repulsive pans of the potential balance each other. There, the
flow is zero and no correcting factor is needed. This inversion energy is also called Ebai13) or
Energy of Vanishing Flow*?). In the first calculations based on die Boltzmann equation3), Ae
flow values and therefore the inversion energies, were found to be strongly dependent both on
oNN and the EOS via K- Recent calculations include Coulomb effects and do not give such a
strong dependence.
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FIG.4 : Values of the flow
calculated for various
incompressibility modula and average
effective masses. From ref. 17.
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The Landau-Vlasov method, with the Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision term (LVUU) has been used
in ref. 4,17. It uses mostly the Gogny force, which is non local, and also a local Skyrme force
(Zamick force) which allows to easily shift from a stiff to a soft EOS (Le. K from 380 MeV/c/u
to 200). Quantum Molecular Dynamics has been also used19) with the Gogny Force and a local
force (this time the Wada force). The Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation, with a Lattice
Hamiltonian method, has been solved for a soft and a stiff EOS, and several ONN values20).

Which conclusions can be drawn from these studies ?

5.1. Sensitivity to the EOS
In LVUU calculations, the set of parameters in the Gogny force has been modified

to study the sensitivity to K. Figure 4 shows that the flow value is quite insensitive to K, unless
the effective mass is taken close to unity : this unrealistic value makes the Gogny force to be
almost local and the dependence on K becomes similar to that of a local force (Zamick). Clearly,
the velocity dependence of the nuclear interaction makes the flow almost insensitive to the
incompressibility value.

The same insensitivity to K is observed in BUU calculations for rather central
collisions (b < 0,5 bgrazing). But, for semi-peripheral collisions (not studied with other
methods) a difference between soft and stiff EOS is obtained : Fig.5. That's the last hope for
reaching the value of K through flow measurements.

,4
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FIG. 5 : The flow parameter as a function of rapidity for 4O Ar+ 27Al collisions calculated at
b = 5 fin. The solid triangles, circles, and diamonds display the BUU calculations with a stiff
equation of state and am=25,35,45 mb, respectively. The open circles are calculations with a
soft equation of state and aw = 35 mb. The open and closed stars indicate experimental data for
particles with charge Z = !,and Z = 2, respectively, taken from ref. 9. They are not corrected for
the error on the reaction plane determination, whereas in the calculations the reaction plane is
perfectly known. From rtf. 20.

5.2. Sensitivity to the nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium
Fig. S shows the sensitivity of the flow, around the inversion energy, to ONN20X

Another example is seen in fig. 8, where the theoretical values are taken own ref. 17.
The shift of the inversion energy is large enough to détermine the value of ONN

from a comparison to measured flow excitation functions.

6 - COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICAL
PREDICTIONS

6.1. How to perform such comparisons ?
The first difficulty is the determination of the flow value from the variation of < p*

/A > versus (see fig. 1). Since there can be some leeway in determining the slope at mid-rapidity,
it is useful to compare, at least for some cases, the full calculated < p*/A > variation to the
experimental one.

The second difficulty comes from the fact that the experimental data (< p*/A >
curve and flow parameter) are affected by an error on the reaction plane determination and by the
detector acceptance. These indéterminations must be introduced in die theoretical calculations.
Firstly, one should assume that all particles and clusters are perfectly measured, but one forgets

*
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that the reaction plane is known and find it with the same method as in the experiment1). We have
seen that this second < p VA > variation is (much) less steeper than the real one : fig. 3.

Then, a software filter is introduced which reproduces all detector limitations
(thresholds, dead areas, finite size of detectors, momentum resolution...) and the analysis is
repeated. If this filtered variation of < px'/A > is very different (much smaller slope at mid-
rapidity), then one should be careful before reaching any conclusion.

An example of such a comparison is shown in fig. 6. Since the shapes of me
experimental and calculated curves are similar, flow parameter values can be extracted in the
same way and meaningfully compared.
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FIG. 6 : Mean transverse momentum as a Junction of the longitudinal rapidity. The filled
squares and circles show the experimental results for Z*l, Z*2 fragments. Open circles show
theoretical results (LVUU) corrected for the reaction plane indétermination and the detector
acceptance. From ref. 17.

6.2. Mass dependence of the inversion energy
The advantage of the inversion energy is that the theoretical values do not need to

be filtered. LVUU calculations indicate an approximate A"1/3 variation of the inversion energy for
symmetric systems at the same relative impact parameter value.This mass dependence results
from an intricatcd mixture of mean field and two body effects. It is in agreement with the
experimental observations17'

In this paper, the comparisons will be made on the system 36Ar+27Al, for which
several calculations have been made 17> 19« 2°). When the calculations do not include the
corrections described above, the experimental data have been corrected, although this is less
reliable.

6.3. Choice of the effective nuclear force
Above the inversion energy, a local force win a stiff EOS give the same flow value

as the Gogny force, whereas a soft EOS give lower flow values 17X We have no experimental
data to compare above the inversion energy, but we have data below.
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Fig. 7 shows the results obtained either with a Gogny force or with a local force
(Wada force) which gives a stiff EOSl9>. In both cases, the effect of the repulsive density
dependence reduces the (negative) flow value when the incident energy increases. In addition,
the momentum dependence of the mean field in the Gogny force produces a larger variation with
the incident energy, in agreement with experimental data. As concluded in ref. 17, a local force
cannot consistently be used in the whole energy range only a realistic effective interaction such as
the Gogny force should be used.

50 75 25 50

Einc (MeV/u)
FIG. 7 : In-plane flow parameter in 4OAr + 2>rAl reactions at b" 3 fin. The solid and dashed
lines represent the QMD results with <TNN • 40,20 mb, respectively. The experimental data9) are
corrected for the error on the reaction plane determination*6) and assumed to be negative, but the
point at 85 MeVIu (which can be negative as well).

6.4. Nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium
The same data are compared to LVUU calculations, again with the Gogny force

D l - G l , where the hucleon-nucleon cross section in medium is varied by ± 20 % 1 7) . Let us

note that, in this figure, ONN is not the free nucleon-nucleon cross section (»45 mb), it is an in-
medium corrected cross-section which amounts to roughly one half. The data are in agreement
with this value, or with a slightly lower value.

Such a comparison has been made also with BUU calculations : fig. 5 for b = 5
fm. Comparisons at b = 1.6 fm and 3 fm are made in ref. 20. The inversion energy is in

agreement with ONN in-medium - 25-45 mb. The calculated raw values, however, are tower man
or equal to the raw data. Since the correction for the error in the réaction plane is a factor 2*3 in
this case16), the calculated flow is much too low.

mm J
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6.5. Stiff or soft EOS ?
We recall that when a momentum-dependent force is used, the experimental data

below the inversion energy (negative flow) are correctly reproduced : fig. 7. The Goguy force
corresponds to a soft EOS (K « 228 MeV). Can it be modified to shift the incompressibility
modulus K to a much higher value without losing its ability to fulfill its original requirements ?

This might not be impossible, but until it is done the flow data around the inversion energy do

not need a K value different from - 220 MeV17).
As said above, BUU calculations20) exhibit some sensitivity to the EOS in semi-

peripheral reactions, i.e. in low density interaction regions. But they do not reproduce the
experimental data (fig. S) and it is not clear whether more complete calculations will retain mis
sensitivity to the EOS.

7 - OUT-OF-PLANE FLOW AND AZIMUTHAL DISTRIBUTIONS

The azimuthal distribution of the particles with respect to the reaction plane is
symmetric, not isotropic. If only the in-plane transverse flow is present, the azimuthal
distribution should be peaked at 0° near the projectile rapidity, peaked at 180° near die target
rapidity, and isotropic near mid-rapidity. Other effects, such as rotation-like behaviour or
squeeze out effects, can be superimposed on the tranverse flow and modify the shape of the
azimuthal distribution.
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Fig. 9 left shows the azimuthal distribution of raid-rapidity protons from 55 McVAi
4 0 A T + 27AI reactions at b - 3.5 fm. These distributions were fined to a Legendre polynomial
expansion up to the second order, with parameters «o. *i, »2 depending upon the rapidity, as in
ret i *

The solid line is the fit to the experimental data, the dashed line is the aj cos +
contribution (shifted up by - 0.75 «<>), which simply reflects the in-pUne flow contribution. The
dotted line is the a2 cos (2$) contribution (shifted up by • 0.25 a©). No enhancement is observed
around ± 90°, which means that the squeeze-out which was seen as higher energies (>200
MeVAi)Z4 or for much heavier systems at the same energy per nucléon (Kr+Au i t 43 MeV/u)2S
is not seen for this light system in our energy range. Oppositely, Ae emission at 0* and 180* is
enhanced here (a2 is positive) : the rotation-like behaviour of the interaction region around an axis
perpendicular to the reaction plane favors the emission of particles m me reaction plane.

The value of a2/ao at mid-rapidity is plotted in fig. 9 right as a function of the
impact parameter value, at 45 MeVAi. -i2/»0 increases with the impact parameter, as expected,
since the rotational energy of the system gets larger. Other data can be found in ref.23

This azimuthal anisotropy is an additionnai piece of information which has not
been studied in theoretical calculations yet

40Ar+
17AI b~3Jfm

180

*Ar+nAI

dN

2000

1000

0

fc^ 5SMtV/u ^

Y ».14 to.21

M

0.1

YsOJYp

46 MtV/u y*

O Z«1

• 2-2
L J

0 -180 b(fm)

Fig. 9 : Left side: Azimuthal distribution of mid-rapidity Z = I panicles entitled in 55 MeVIu *°
Ar + 27 Al reactions at impact parameter values - 2 S fin. Histogram : data, solid curve :fit with
ao + ai cos <p+a2 cos 2 <p, bottom dotted line : ai cos2$ + OQI3. $ * 0,180 correspond to the
reaction plane.
Right side: Rotation-like anhotropy, ailaa,for mid-rapidity 2 « land 2 particles versus the
impact parameter value.



8 - CONCLUSIONS

The careful measurement of in-plane flow values as a function of the impact
parameter and incident energy can give information on the nucleon-nucleon cross section in
medium ONN and, possibly, on the incompressibility modulus K. When comparing expérimental
data to calculations, one must take into account the error on the reaction plane determination and
the detector acceptance. Indeed, the comparison cannot be restricted to the inversion energy (flow
* 0), it must extend to energies above and below it.

The data obtained on the system Ar + 2 7 Al from 36 to 95 MeV/u have been
compared to several calculations (LVUU1 BUU, QMD) using local and momentum dependent
forces. These comparison allow us to conclude that the effective interaction used in the
calculation should take into account the momentum dependence. When this is made, ONN in

medium correspond to about half ONN for free nucléons. A value of K - 200 MeV (soft EOS)
can reproduce the data, but studies at low density (obtained in peripheral collisions) should be
pursued before excluding a stiff EOS.

Other pieces of information can be used in these comparison to theoretical
calculations : the flow variation versus the system mass, the multiplicity of mid-rapidity particles
and their azimuthal distribution. Contrary to the squeeze-out effect observed at high incident
energies, these azimuthal distributions indicate a rotation-like behaviour of the interaction zone.

1
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